Detecting gene-environment (G Â E) interactions in the context of genome-wide association studies (GWAS) is a challenging problem since standard methods generally present a lack of power. An additional difficulty arises from the fact that the causal exposure is seldom observed and only a proxy of this exposure is observed. This leads to an additional drop in terms of power and it explains the failure of standard methods in detecting interactions, even very strong ones. In this article, we consider the latent exposure as a source of heterogeneity and we propose a new powerful method, named ''Breakpoint Model for Logistic Regression'' (BMLR), based on a breakpoint model, in order to detect G Â E interactions when causal exposure is unobserved. First, the BMLR method is compared to the ordered-subset analysis for case-control method, which has been developed for the same purpose, through simulations. This highlights the ability of BMLR to detect the heterogeneity, and therefore, to detect interaction with latent exposure. Finally, the BMLR method is compared to standard methods, such as Plink, to perform a GWAS on a published realistic benchmark.
Introduction
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in detecting heterogeneity for complex human diseases (e.g. genetic heterogeneity, phenotypic heterogeneity, etc.) in the context of genome-wide association studies (GWAS). Among others, a reason is that heterogeneity that is not considered (or detected) will involve a strong loss on the resulting power of the study.
On the other hand, detection of gene-environment interactions is of utmost interest in genetic epidemiology since it can help to identify high-risk subgroups in the population. This problem is well known to be challenging and several methods to detect gene-environment interactions (G Â E) have been proposed. [1] [2] [3] [4] However, few loci that interact with environmental factors have been identified so far. On top of this low power, one of the reasons that could explain this difficulty in detecting G Â E interactions is that the causal exposure is seldom observed in practice. Indeed, it is frequent that only proxy covariates are observed instead of the causal exposure (e.g. body mass index (bmi) for appetite suppressant treatment). In such a situation, the latent exposure can be seen as a source of heterogeneity.
Moreover, the presence of an interaction between a genetic locus and a latent exposure can also be seen as an unexplained source of heterogeneity in GWAS. Indeed, the heterogeneity in term of exposure can be seen as a phenotypic heterogeneity (disease with or without exposure). However, classical methods for detecting G Â E interactions have been shown to be inefficient when the causal exposure is unobserved. 5 Indeed, Alarcon et al. 5 have introduced a benchmark dataset simulated from data using a complex simulation framework. The goal of such benchmark dataset was to assess the power of detecting G Â E interactions between a causal single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and an unobserved environmental factor. Instead of this unobserved environmental factor, several proxy covariates were provided, all more or less correlated with the causal environmental factor. By comparing popular approaches, such as PLINK, Random Forest and FastLMM, this work has shown the lack of power in detecting G Â E interactions when causal exposure is unobserved. Indeed, the disease model was simulated without marginal effect of the causal SNP and with a high relative risk of 50 for the interaction of the disease and the binary latent exposure (which is an extreme scenario). Despite such a relative risk and the simulation of 595 cases and 596 controls, the power for detecting the G Â E interaction on Chromosome 6 did not exceed 66% (best result obtained with the random forest) while this power was 100% when the causal exposure was artificially observed.
In the context of linkage analysis, Hauser et al. 6 (ordered-subset analysis) suggest identifying families subsets defined by the level of a trait-related covariate that provide maximal evidence for linkage and show that this approach might allow to uncover latent heterogeneity in the data. In Qin et al., 7 this idea was extended to casecontrol data. More precisely, to test whether the association between SNP genotypes and disease status is significantly stronger in a subset of individuals, individuals are sorted from small to high covariate values. Then, a 2 Â 2 contingency table is created and an allelic association 2 -statistic is computed for each subset of individuals. Finally, the subset with maximum association evidence is identified. This method, named OSACC for ordered-subset analysis for case-control), is simple but does not account for the complexity of the problem. Moreover, this method is computationally expensive and consequently, it cannot be applied to the whole genome.
In this paper, we follow these lines of works and propose a new method to detect the G Â E interactions when causal exposure is unobserved by explicitly estimating the regression parameters. For that purpose, one deals with this problem as if it was a problem of detecting heterogeneity by considering the latent exposure as a source of heterogeneity. More precisely, the proposed approach allows to detect an interaction between a loci and a latent environmental exposure. This method is called BMLR for ''Breakpoint Model for Logistic Regression''. The main idea is to treat the latent exposure as longitudinal heterogeneity across individual in a proximity space (like the body mass index covariate or the age covariate) and to use a breakpoint model based on constrained Markov chain to detect the separation between the homogeneous groups. Then, we develop a statistic to test the presence of a genetic interaction with a latent exposure in the context of logistic regression. In comparison with OSACC, the proposed method is computationally efficient, more flexible and provides estimation for all parameters involved in the problem.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the BMLR model and presents validations on a simple simulated dataset. In section 3, we compare the proposed method to the OSACC method, first on simple simulations and then on more realistic ones. Finally, our method is used to perform a GWAS on the published realistic benchmark and is compared to standard techniques (e.g. PLINK, random forests).
Methods 2.1 The breakpoint model
The breakpoint model aims at finding the best (in terms of data separation) breakpoint that highlights the heterogeneity due to a latent exposure in the observed data. For that purpose, the idea is to treat the latent exposure as longitudinal heterogeneity across the ordered individuals in a proximity space (e.g. individuals ordered by increasing bmi).
Let us consider n observations, a binary response variable y 2 f0, 1g n and covariates X 2 R nÂp . If we denote by bp 2 f1, 2, . . . , n À 1g the breakpoint, one decomposes I ¼ f1, . . . , ng into the partition I 1 [ I 2 with I 1 ¼ f1, . . . , bpg (n 1 observations) and I 2 ¼ fbp þ 1, . . . , ng (n 2 observations), and the vector y can therefore be written as ð y 1 y 2 Þ T where y 1 2 R n 1 Â1 corresponds to the ordered observation between 1 and bp and y 2 2 R n 2 Â1 corresponds to the ordered observation between bp þ 1 and n. Similarly, we have X ¼ ðX 1 X 2 Þ T , with X 1 2 R n 1 Âp , and X 2 2 R n 2 Âp . For all breakpoint bp, we want to test the following hypothesis: H0 : flogit y ¼ Xg versus H1 : flogit y 1 ¼ X 1 1 and logit y 2 ¼ X 2 2 g where , 1 , 2 2 R pÂ1 . For that purpose, our objective is then to find the most probable segmentation defined as the breakpoint configuration achieving the highest likelihood when fitting our regression model on each segment. Thus, the breakpoint is such that it maximizes the criterion critðbpÞ ¼ max 1 loglikð 1 j y 1 , X½1 : bp, |fflfflfflfflfflffl ffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl ffl} One drawback of this strategy is that the computation of the criterion for all possible segmentations is timeconsuming. This is why an efficient approach using the constrained Hidden Markov Model (HMM) introduced in Luong et al. 8 will be preferred here. Let us note that this method also has been used recently for detecting heterogeneity in survival responses. 9 
Computational speed-up
In this section, we present a faster way to find the breakpoint that maximizes the criterion. Our approach is directly inspired from literature 8, 9 where the segmentation of n points into K segments (K ¼ 2 in our case) is modeled through an hidden constrained Markov model.
Constrained Markov chain for breakpoint models
Let us denote by y 2 f0, 1g n the vector of (ordered) binary response variables, and by S 2 f1, 2g n the (hidden) segmentation process. Without any constraint on S, we define our model as follows
. Note that the Markov transition is improper since they do not sum to 1 which is not a problem since we only define this distribution up to a normalizing constant. Indeed, in order for this model to correspond to our breakpoint framework, we need to work conditionally to the constraint C ¼ fS n ¼ 2g. Using this constraint, with n ¼ 10 and bp ¼ 6 we get, for example, S ¼ 1111112222. 
Max forward / max backward
Now, following literature 8, 9 we need to introduce the so-called max-forward (denoted F max ) and max-backward (denoted B max ) quantities for all i 2 f1, . . . , ng and k 2 f1, 2g
with the convention that B max n ðÁÞ 1. We now introduce the log-evidence as log e i ðkÞ ¼ 1
and using the results from Luong et al. 8 (by simply replacing the sum operator by max), we easily establish the following recursions log F 
&
Once the max-forward and max-backward quantities have been computed, one can easily derive from them our quantities of interest
where ¼ ð 1 , 2 Þ, and if we denote by S Ã the segmentation maximizing this criterion, we obtain
As a consequence, it is therefore possible to compute for any the objective function critðÞ and the corresponding bp Ã with a complexity OðnÞ. The optimization on can then be obtained through any multidimensional optimizer (e.g. Newton-Raphson). As an example, let us consider the following design: n ¼ 3000, ¼ ðÀ0:7, 0:3, 0:2, À 0:5Þ and bp Ã ¼ 2005. We can see in Table 1 that both the brute force approach and the max-forward one are giving very similar results but with a noticeable difference: max-forward is roughly 3000 times faster than the brute force approach.
Likelihood Ratio (LR) test
Now, if we want to test for heterogeneity, the idea is to perform a likelihood ratio test to compare the best segmentation with K ¼ 2 segments to the best (and only one) segmentation with K ¼ 1 segment. In the same way, the test allows to test the interaction between a genetic covariate and a latent environmental exposure provided Since the two models are clearly nested, it might seem a good idea to assume that the distribution of the LR statistic under H0 should follow a 2 -distribution with 2 degrees of freedom (df). A simple simulated dataset was performed (as described in the following section where n ¼ 3000 and bp ¼ 2000). Figure 2 shows the histogram of the distribution of the LR statistic under H0 and the distribution of a 2 ðdf ¼ 2Þ (blue curve). We observe that it does not work since this LR test is indeed the maximum of this statistic over all possible segmentations. If all tests were independent (which is *not* the case), the resulting statistics would be distributed as the maximum of n 2 ðdf ¼ 2Þ which is not distributed as a 2 . However, the empirical distribution of the LR statistic can be easily obtained by permuting the response variable y and the observed covariates X.
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Constrained breakpoint model
The method can be easily extended if parameter coordinates are fixed. For example, if we consider the previous logistic regression model logit y ¼ 0 þ 1 X P þ 2 G and if we are interested to test only the interaction between the genetic covariate G and the latent exposure E, we can constrain parameters 01 and 02 to be the same under H1 as well as 11 
Simulations
In this section, we compare our BMLR method with unconstrained or constrained parameters (respectively denoted as BMLR and cBMLR) with the OSACC method on several simulated datasets. The performance of the two approaches is assessed through the area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC). Let us recall that ROC curves provide a graphical representation of the specificities and sensitivities that can be obtained for all possible values of the threshold of significance. 10 All AUROC presented in this paper (including 95% confidence intervals) have been empirically obtained using finite sample size under H0 and H1 and the R package pROC. 11 An AUROC from 0.5 to 0.7, 0.7 to 0.8, 0.8 to 0.9, or above 0.9 can be, respectively, interpreted as a classifier of 'weak', 'good', 'excellent', or 'perfect' statistical power.
In all simulations of case-control dataset, we used the package waffect 12 to generate the phenotypic status (case or control) for a chosen causal disease model. The package waffect are freely available on the CRAN website of R package. 13 Moreover, simulations under H0 are simply obtained by performing a permutation on the individual sample.
A simple simulated dataset
First, the two approaches (BMLR and OSACC) are evaluated and compared on a simple scenario. We consider the following logistic regression model
where G represents the genotypic observed exposure taking the values {0, 1, 2} with respective probabilities f0:8, 0:15, 0:05g. y 2 f0, 1g is the binary phenotypic variable (generated with waffect package). n ¼ 1200 ordered individuals are simulated, among which 600 are cases and 600 are controls. The breakpoint is arbitrarily chosen at position bp ¼ 500 (so, after the 499th individual) and the number of replicates is set to 500 for the AUROC estimation with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals. Thus, the n 1 ¼ bp first observations are simulated with parameter 1 ¼ ð 01 , 11 Þ and the n 2 ¼ n À bp following observations with parameters 2 ¼ ð 02 , 12 Þ. In the first scenario (S1) that refers to the constrained model, 01 and 02 , the intercept for the two models before and after the breakpoint, are fixed to the same value equal to -5. 11 are fixed to 3.0 and 12 varies from 0 (i.e. an important heterogeneity before and after the breakpoint) to 3 (i.e. no heterogeneity). In the second scenario (S2), that is the unconstrained model, parameters are fixed as follow: 11 ¼ 3:0 and 12 ¼ 2:5. The intercept 02 is fixed to -5.0 while 01 varies from À6.0 to À4.0. So, when 01 is equal to -5.0, the model is weakly heterogeneous.
A more realistic simulated dataset
This section presents a more realistic simulated dataset in order to compare the two methods. Here, we distinguish our approach between two sub-approaches: BMLR and BMLRc where coefficient of the model parameter could be fixed. First, a covariate named bmi (representing the body mass index) is simulated with respect to a uniform distribution between 18 and 35. The latent exposure E 2 f0, 1g is simulated according to the logit model such as the probability to be exposed for individual with bmi ¼ 18 is 0.01 and the probability to be exposed for individual with bmi ¼ 35 is 0.99 (i.e. PðE ¼ 1jbmi ¼ 18Þ ¼ 0:01 and PðE ¼ 1jbmi ¼ 35Þ ¼ 0:99). A genotypic exposure G is simulated as previously with values {0, 1, 2} with respective probabilities f0:8, 0:15, 0:05g. The response covariate y is simulated with waffect according to the following model
Again 1200 ordered individuals are partitioned between 600 cases and 600 controls. We consider 100 replicates and we denote by the parameter vector ¼ ð 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 Þ.
Five different models are considered in these simulations. In each model, except for model M5, we consider a marginal effect of the genotypic exposure G (corresponding to 2 ¼ 0:7) and a marginal effect of the observed covariate bmi (corresponding to 1 
Results
Comparison between BMLR and OSACC on a simple simulated dataset
In the simple simulated dataset, the goal is to detect the underlying heterogeneity. To that end, one compares our BMLR method with the OSACC one according to both parameters 12 and 01 . Figure 4 shows the AUROC with the 95% confidence intervals for the two methods in the scenario S1 (i.e. according to 12 Figure 5 ). This scenario does not penalize OSACC method much. When 01 diverts from 02 , BMLR performance rapidly increases while OSACC performance remains constant, and consequently poor. As expected, as 12 is fixed to 2.5, the OSACC method does not have any power as well as BMLR method when 01 ¼ 02 ¼ À5:0. However, the power obtained with BMLR is very good as soon as 01 deviates from 02 , reaching an AUC of 1 when 01 4 À 4:5 or 01 5 À 5:5.
In conclusion, BMLR performance is very promising for detecting heterogeneities while OSACC method poorly performs, even in these toy-examples scenarios.
Comparison between BMLR and OSACC on a more realistic simulated dataset
This section provides comparisons between the different methods in a more realistic scenario. First let us recall that the exposure E is not observed (i.e. it is a latent exposure). Thus, to perform the power studies, we consider the following logistic regression model In addition to the OSACC method, three different extensions of the BMLR method are considered:
(1) The BMLR method in which the breakpoint is defined as the maximum of the quantity again testing for an interaction between the genotypic and a latent exposure, but without fixing the intercept coefficient. Table 2 shows the power of the methods according to the five models M0, M0 0 , . . ., M5. The M0 model is the null model, without any heterogeneity. Thus, as expected, each method has a weak power.
For models M0 0 to M5, the OSACC method has the weakest AUROC, demonstrating the limits of this method. Otherwise, BMLR is a powerful method to detect the interaction between the genotypic exposure and the latent exposure (models M3 to M5) with a power always greater than 0.86. Moreover, constrained BMLR methods perform better than reaching AUROC greater than 0.98 in models M3 to M5. On top of that, notice that even for 
model M0
0 , that is not particularly in favor of BMLR, this method performs better than OSACC for both constrained and unconstrained cases. For completeness, we also applied the classical linear regressions of PLINK to the same models, and obtained for all of them an AUROC of 0.50 (with ½0:42 À 0:58 confidence interval), hence showing that PLINK has absolutely no power for detecting the interaction in our simulations.
In conclusion, BMLR generally achieves a very good power to detect interaction with a latent exposure while the OSACC performance shows that this method fails to detect interaction.
Application on a published realistic benchmark
Finally, these methods are applied and compared with standard methods (Plink, random forest, mixed model) on a published realistic benchmark described in Alarcon et al. 5 Briefly, the dataset has been simulated in order to mimic a situation in which the causal exposure is unobserved but some covariates correlating with this hidden exposure are observed, such as bmi, smoking, sex. This dataset is based on the publicly available HapMap project datasets 14, 15 for real genotypes with population structures (i.e. simulation of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)). Analyses were restricted to Chromosome 6 that contains more than 10,000 SNPs. As in our previous simulations, waffect was used to generate phenotypes for a chosen causal disease model. Thus, we adjust for all observed covariates in the model as well as the five first PCA components. Moreover, we constrain parameters to be the same before and after the breakpoint except for the snp parameter. Finally, the model is written as follows
The aim is to perform a GWAS to estimate the power of detecting the SNP that interacts with the latent exposure. Several genotypic regions are considered on Chromosome 6, centered on the causal SNP. BMLR and OSACC are compared with the power obtained in the different regions with popular methods (PLINK, random forest, linear mixed models).
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The OSACC method is only applied in cases where the genotypic region analyzed on Chromosome 6 was small (i.e. on causal SNP and on the region of 200 SNP centered on causal SNP). Indeed, the OSACC method is very slow and it takes several weeks to analyze the whole Chromosome 6 for 100 replicates. Table 3 shows the AUROC estimated with the two methods appropriate for the detection of the causal SNP in the context where the causal exposure is unknown: OSACC and BMLR, according to the region on the Chromosome 6, centered on the causal SNP. As previously, two cases have been considered for BMLR: BMLR where no parameter was fixed after and before the breakpoint, and BMLRc that fixes all parameters except the SNP coefficient (i.e. Z).Concerning the OSACC method, Table 3 shows that the estimated statistical power is weak, even when the region is restricted to the causal SNP.
The BMLR method reaches an excellent power to detect the SNP that interacts with the latent exposure. In particular, the BMLRc method that focuses on the G Â E interactions (where E denote the latent exposure) gives excellent statistical power and outperforms clearly the other methods. Indeed, the AUROC obtained for the whole Chromosome 6 is 0:96 ½0:94 À 0:99 and it is 0:99 ½0:99 À 1:00 when the region is restricted to the causal SNP. Table 4 shows the AUROC obtained with popular methods such as PLINK, random forests (RF) and linear mixed models (Fast-LMM) to detect G Â E interaction when the causal exposure (E) is unknown, adapted from Alarcon et al. 5 The approach referred to as ''PLINK SNP'' consisted in performing analysis regardless of G Â E interactions by looking at the p-value associated to the significant coefficient for the SNPs, while the approach referred to as ''PLINK SNP Â {\rm bmi}'' accounted for interactions between the analyzed SNPs and {\rm bmi} through the p-value associated to the significance coefficients of such interactions. For all popular methods considered, power is low, particularly when estimation is done on whole Chromosome 6. The RF method gives results comparable to those obtained with the BMLR method, even if the BMLR method is more powerful for larger regions, which is a more realistic situation. For example, on the whole Chromosome 6, the AUROC estimated with BMLR is 0:77 ½0:70À0:84 while it is 0:66 ½0:62À0:73 with the RF method. The best estimated powers are obtained with BMLRc method, with AUROC estimations between 0.93 and 1.00. However, the low power estimated with popular approaches shows that this method is not suited to this context.
Moreover, the statistical power increases when the genotypic region length decreases both with BMLR estimation and with RF, while the power does not vary much with the BMLRc estimation. The BMLR method is thus able to detect interactions between a genetic locus and a latent environmental exposure in GWAS, which can be seen as a source of heterogeneity.
Conclusion
In this article, we have proposed an original and powerful method, the BMLR, based on a breakpoint model for logistic regression, that is able to detect interaction with a latent exposure. This method is also very useful to detect SNPs that interact with a non observed exposure in GWAS. Moreover, the method allows to distinguish confounding factors from causal factors. Of course, it can also detect an effect of a latent exposure in the absence of any interaction. In addition to the latter, an important advantage of the method is its speed in maximizing the likelihood on all possible breakpoints, thanks to efficiently execute max-forward/backward recursions.
The proposed method is used to perform a GWAS on a dataset previously described in Alarcon et al. 5 where a GWAS had been performed with standard methods (Plink, Random Forest and Fast-LMM), all providing a weak statistical power to detect the interaction between the causal SNP and the latent exposure. In this case, the method we proposed is shown to be able to reach a perfect statistical power. Moreover, statistical power estimations obtained with Plink were better when only the marginal effect of the SNP was tested (i.e. 0:65 ½0:59 À 0:70). However, if we compare our results with the results on marginal effect, again, BMLR method performs better (data not shown). The proposed method is also compared with OSACC that fails to perform well. One reason could be that OSACC maximizes the likelihood only on one side (before or after the breakpoint).
Simulations were focused on a proximity space of dimension one, since there was only one proxy of the latent exposure, easy to order (i.e. the bmi). When the dimension of proximity space is higher, principal components analysis can be performed in order to sort the data.
The purpose of the article was to build a statistical test and, as a consequence, only one breakpoint is sufficient. However, in case of multiple breakpoints, future works can include the extension of the proposed method. Following the same way, the proposed method could be extended to deal with problems of detecting phenotypic heterogeneity. Although this problem is more difficult, it seems to be feasible to develop the appropriate methodology based on BMLR.
Finally, since we deal with test statistic, an important perspective is to derive theoretical performance, i.e. to derive the test statistic distribution under H0, in order to better adjust the proposed method. Furthermore, one 
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